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Introduction
The mechanical and electrical properties of composites depend markedly on the composition of their internal interfaces and boundary regions, which, in turn, are strongly dependent on the synthesis techniques used for these materials [1, 2] . Impurity or other concentration gradients at interfaces or boundaries in ceramic and electronic materials are expected to be of smaller spatial extent than in the case of most metals, where they have often been observed, because solute element solubilities and phase field widths are both generally smaller than for metal systems. Nevertheless energy of mixing considerations lead to the expectation that gradients will exist, however small, when sufficient mobility exists, and that the gradients should be detectable by high spatial resolution analytical methods [1] .
In this paper we report applications of electron energy loss and energy dispersive X-ray nanospectroscopy and Z-contrast and energy selected TEM imaging to detection of solute distributions (chemical widths) at grain boundaries and interfaces in platinum/silicon carbide and silicon nitride/silicon carbide whisker composites.
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Light elements such as oxygen, nitrogen and carbon are very important constituents of the composites examined and they were our primary concern. For this reason small probe electron energy loss spectroscopy is an obvious direct analytical method for detection of elemental distributions at interfaces and grain boundaries, with complementary small probe X-ray spectroscopy. Spectroscopic spatial resolution is limited by probe size/current density and electromechanical stability; it is also a very slow point by point process when gradients are examined, therefore parallel recorded energy selected imaging was also used to examine some ceramic grain boundaries and interfaces. Z-contrast STEM imaging was explored as a simpler alternative to X-ray point spectra for mapping for heavy metal distributions in ceramic grain boundaries and energy selected imaging was used to examine lighter elemental distributions. [3] for nanospectroscopy and were used with a computer based control system [4] for stepping the probe across the microstructural features of interest with spectrum acquisition and storage at each step, to obtain position resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy (PREELS). Focused probe optics permit a wide choice of probe sizes, depending on the current desired, which largely determines the acquisition time at each step. We used a 3 nm diameter probe for most of the results shown here, which required 100 ms collection time at each step. The probe current density was about 104 amp/cm2. Appropriate core edge peaks were background stripped, integrated, and the resulting net intensities plotted vs. specimen position coordinate normal to edge-on interfaces/boundaries, to produce elemental distribution plots. The same optics and control system were used for EDXS with either an EDAX or Link spectrometer.
A Zeiss 912 omega filter microscope was used at 120 keV for energy selected imaging. Core loss images for Al, 0, Si, N and C were recorded at 31,500 X with a CCD camera, using exposure times up to 30 s. The incident current density at the specimen in this microscope has been reported to be 5 amp/cm2 [5] . Energy selected images (ESTEMI) were background stripped by subtracting a preedge image multiplied by a constant less than unity so that the intensity of each background stripped energy selected image was everywhere positive. A VG HB501 STEM was used for Zcontrast imaging, at 100 keV Inner collection angles ranged from 70 to 100 mrad. It is fitted with a Link windowless EDXS spectrometer. An diameter-current distribution relations for the microscope used (Phillips 400 FEG) reported earlier [3] showed that an ~ 6 nm experimental chemical width corresponded to an atomically sharp Si/SiOx chemical interface scanned by a 3 nm incident focused probe [17] . Thé smooth curvature of the Pt and Si distributions on the SiC side of the interface shown in Figure 1 indicate that a small amount of Pt and Si interdiffusion in the SiC occurred. HREM showed that a few isolated local reaction zones had penetrated into the SiC at the interface. One example is shown in Figure 2 . The reaction zone lattice spacing was 0.229 nm, determined from lattice fringe profile analysis, which is smaller than the SiC (0001) spacing, which is 0.251 nm, but close to Pt(111) with spacing 0.226 nm, indicating that the reaction zone was a Pt(Si,C) solid solution. After 20 min anneal at 750 ° C an extensive interfacial reaction zone formed, as shown in Figure 3 . The reaction zone can be divided into three discontinuous sublayers nominally parallel to the substrate plane, labeled A, B and C. Diffraction analysis showed that A was nominally Pt2 Si, B was an amorphous phase and C was the Pt(Si,C) solution containing inclusions of the amorphous phase. PREELS and Xray spectroscopic analysis across the reaction zone showed that the elemental gradients existed at all sublayer interfaces. The A layer structure corresponded to Pt2Si, for example, but regions near the substrate were Si-rich and those near the C layer were Pt rich. The B layer was primarily Figure 6 , but with an important difference: the oxygen distributions across matrix grain boundaries were laterally continuous along the boundaries. Structural widths of both interfaces and grain boundaries in these ceramic composites were variable from about 2 nm to vanishing by small widths, as shown in Figure 6 . Vanishingly small structural widths in HREM images (cf Fig. 6) were not a reliable indicator of the presence or absence of oxygen enrichment or nitrogen depletion. Where measurable chemical widths occurred, i.e. positive or negative distribution peaks, they were 10 to 120 times wider than the corresponding structural widths. Substitution of oxygen for nitrogen in the silicon nitride and carbide crystals comprising the composite implied that aluminum and possibly yttrium also substituted for some silicon in the bounding crystals, to maintain electrical neutrality. expansion of the solid solution lattice resulting from the difference in ion radii [8] . Yttrium has been observed earlier in a'-SiAlON sQlutions based on the a-Si3N4 polymorph, but solution of Y in 8-SiqN4 has not been observed, so its distribution in the present specimens is of particular interest [9] . Figure 4a . The structural width of this region is about 1.1 nm. The orientation of the SiC(w) and Si3N4 crystals bounding the interface are as in Figure 4a ; the arrow crossing the interface marks the probe scan path for the nanospectroscopy results shown in Figure 5b . b) Variation of the interfacial region oxygen content for the region shown in Figure 5a . For this region no preferential high oxygen content was observed, but a difference in background oxygen content for the two bounding crystals was evident. The chemical width was about 15 nm in this region.
The atomic number of Y, 39, is appreciably higher than the atomic number of all the other ceramic composite constituents, whose average atomic number was about 10. This large difference implied that Z-contrast would be a very useful although non-spectroscopic method for imaging the Y distribution at interfaces/boundaries, with X-ray spectroscopy used to confirm that observed contrast resulted from Y, and also to confirm the expected Al distribution which would not produce appreciable Z-contrast. These methods avoid interference expected to occur during electron energy loss spectroscopy between broad Y-M and carbon and nitrogen K peaks, and Y-N and Si nitride, carbide and oxide low loss peaks [10] .
A VG HB 501 STEM was used for the Z contrast imaging. When the inner collection angle of the annular dark field detector is increased to large angles (&#x3E; 70 mrad) these images can be interpreted as two dimensional chemical maps for high atomic number constituents, provided that local thickness variations are avoided and channeling effects are suppressed by proper selection of diffracting conditions [11, 12] . Some of these results are shown in Figure 7 . The oblique amplitude modulated Z-contrast image (Fig. 7a) indicates that Y is distributed continuously along matrix grain boundaries in the Si3N4/SiC (w) composite of interest. A line scan through this image (Fig. 7b) Figure 7c . c) Windowless X-ray spectra at points in the plane of the grain boundary corresponding to Figure 7b (solid curve) and displaced 14 nm away from the boundary plane into one of the bounding crystals (dashed curve). The latter spectrum is also shown amplified by 10 Figure 7c . The EDXS results also showed that the Al and 0 distributions followed the Y distributions, and that the 0 and N distributions correlated well with the PREELS results shown in Figure 6 . Additional Z-contrast and EDXS experiments confirmed that the Y and Al distributions in SiC(w)/Si3N4 interfaces contained the same lateral discontinuities observed for oxygen distributions shown in Figures 4 and 5 Figure 8f was attributed to carbon, but Y in the triple junctions may also have contributed to this image contrast, so this particular result requires further investigation. The white box shown in Figure 8a defines a strip 50 pixels in lateral width along the edge-on boundary. Intensity along this strip was background stripped and summed to obtain the intensity plots shown below each image. Single pixel wide intensity plots were generally too noisy to be useful. The irradiation half-angle for the energy selected images were 2.5 mrad, with an exposure time of up to 30 s. The numbers on each of the plots are image widths. The bright field image (Fig. 8a) indicates that the nominal structural width of this grain boundary was N 3.8 nm; the small maxima at each edge of the boundary are Fresnel fringes, indicating that the image was recorded slightly out of focus. The chemical widths of the boundary ranged from 9.2 to 6.2 nm, except for Figure 8f, (Fig. 5a ) to calculate the ratio; we have not yet measured the HREM structural width of this particular boundary in a separate microscope, but we expect such a measurement to result in width ratios larger than the present value of N 1.5 to 2.5. Our chemical widths determined by ESTEMI for three boundaries ranged from -4 to 28 nm, which are approximately two-thirds the range of the widths determined by PREELS. The minimum detectable solute mass fraction (MMF) for electron energy loss and characteristic X-ray spectroscopies is proportional to (J03C4)-1/2, where J is the incident flux and T is the spectrum acquisition time [14, 15] . As noted above, the field emission probe current density we used for PREELS was about 104 amps/cm2, and incident current density for the Zeiss 912 was reported to be about 5 amps/cm2 [5] . The Our results show unequivocally that nonequilibrium solute distribution gradients can be expected near interphase interfaces and grain boundaries in refractory covalently bonded materials. In general the chemical widths of these distributions will be larger than the commonly observed HREM structural widths of these boundaries/interfaces. High spatial resolution field emission source analytical methods are required to detect these distributions, because they are smaller ( 3 to tens of nanometers) than comparable nonequilibrium solute distributions that may extend for several hundred nanometers in metallic alloys where atomic mobilities and solid solubilities are usually both large [18] . The discontinuities in lateral solute distributions observed in the ceramic matrix composite whisker/matrix interfaces, but not in the matrix grain boundaries of these composites, result from near atomic scale surface facets on the SiC whiskers. Several research groups have shown that SiC whisker surfaces are faceted by sets of nonparallel {111} planes resulting from rotation twins formed during whisker growth [19, 20] . The surface projections formed by intersections of the nonparallel {111} planes extend above the whisker surfaces to form direct crystal to crystal contacts at discontinuous locations with adjacent silicon nitride crystals, resulting in laterally discontinuous sintering aid and therefore chemical width distributions. The unusual solution of yttrium into the /?-SÎ3N4 matrix crystals only occurs in the presence of A1203. Loehman and Rowcliffe [21] showed by X-ray diffraction methods that when small amounts of Al2O3 and Y2 03 were heated with /3-SÎ3N4 the resulting lattice expansion was larger than occurred for Al2O3 solution alone in the nitride, but that no expansion occurred when only Y2 03 and /?-SÎ3N4 were heated, indicating that the presence of Al2O3 is required for dissolution of Y2O3 in 03B2-Si3 N4 . Our nanospectroscopy results confirm Loehman and Rowcliffe's conclusion, which was based on indirect diffraction evidence.
